
 
  

Roads Safe Act 
 

Drunk driving continues to be a major highway safety issue and  
alcohol-impaired fatalities account for over 32% of all traffic fatalities. 

 
NAMIC SUPPORTS efforts that reduce drunk driving fatalities and increase highway safety, 
including collaborative research on in-vehicle technology to prevent alcohol-impaired driving. 

 
 
Background 

On average, someone is killed in the United States in a drunk-driving accident once every 50 
minutes, although according to studies only 2% of intoxicated drivers are caught.  Reducing the 
prevalence of this type of behavior would go a long way toward reducing the number of auto 
accidents and making our nation’s roads safer.   
 
The Research of Alcohol Detection Systems for Stopping Alcohol-related Fatalities Everywhere 
(ROADS SAFE) Act (S. 510 and H.R. 2324), would authorize $12 million in annual funding for 
five years for the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s (NHTSA) Driver Alcohol 
Detection System for Safety (DADSS) program to develop in-vehicle technology to prevent 
drunk-driving.  The collaborative research authorized by this legislation would continue to explore 
and report on the feasibility, potential benefits, and public policy challenges associated with more 
widespread deployment of anti-drunk driving technology. 
 
NHTSA and DADSS would specifically explore both technologies that already exist to stop drunk 
driving as well as a variety of emerging technologies because too often current devices can be 
manipulated to allow a drunk driver to get behind the wheel.  In this way, the ROADS SAFE Act 
would promote innovations that create a fail-safe device so that no drunk driver can start his/her 
car. 
 



 

This legislation does not require this technology to be installed in any 
car, but it will give law enforcement and parents a new tool to protect 
their loved ones and the broader community.  NAMIC has supported 
and promoted the ROADS SAFE Act in the last several Congresses and 
secured introduction in both the House and the Senate.  The association 
will continue to work with the 113th Congress on this important issue.   
 
 

For more information on distracted driving go to  
http://www.namic.org/federal/fedissues.asp, or contact 
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